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1 Introduction

1.1 Objective and Background

● Goals: Technology is evolving rapidly and provides benefits in almost every

aspect of our lives. However, most solutions aim to make the majority feel

convenient where they can make more profits. Consequently, we thought it was a

good idea to design our project to focus on the people with disabilities and

bringing comfort in their everyday lives. Most of the time, random encounters and

socializing proves to be difficult for Deaf and Mute people as sign languages are

not one of the popular options in the verbally dominant world. In order to help

with the cause and prevent them from being discouraged, our wearable

communication device will provide a new way. The user will also be able to see

what he types in, essentially on what is like your regular electronic chatroom. This

way, deaf and mute people will be able to have conversations with people other

than just those around them who know how sign languages work.

● Functions:

○ The device will allow the user to type what he/she wants to “speak” through

the stenographic keyboard. That is, the device will allow for quick text

input with the help of stenography at WPM similar to that of speaking.

○ The Input text is then outputted to the display, and the speaker via

Text-To-Speech.



○ How the user gets feedback from the interactor is through the attached

display module from the belt which will have a built-in mic that will take

the interactor(s)’ words and display them on the screen for the user to see.

(Speech-To-Text)

○ Mute/deaf people can communicate real-time, without interruptions and

internet connection.

● Benefits: This device allows deaf or mute people to experience real-time

communication with a wearable device. Our targeted users may have a more

pleasant experience of communication with any person in any place without using

translation softwares.

● Features: This is a belt-like device, which the user can simply wear on any

clothes. Besides, by implementing various modules, text-to-speech function and

speech-to-text function are able to be achieved without internet connection, which

means there are a few restrictions with spaces. In addition, this device can have at

least 4 hours of battery life. Since people will not have communication all the

time, users do not need to worry about the battery life almost every time they leave

the house.

1.2 High-Level Requirements

● Users can communicate without much interruption or delay.

● The device will last at least 4 hours without charging.

● The device will be wearable and light for daily use.

2 Design

2.1 Block Diagram



The device requires 5 sections for successful operation: a power supply, a control unit, a

display unit, a speaker unit, and a keyboard unit. The power supply ensures the device

will be able to work at least 4 hours before recharge. The keyboard unit gets the text

typed from users as input, and the display unit will output those texts by showing it on the

screen. At the same time, the display unit can also get audio input. The Control unit will

use one USB cable to get input from the keyboard unit, one HDMI cable to connect the

display unit and another USB cable to output signal to the speaker unit.

Figure 1: Block Diagram

2.2 Power supply

2.2.1 Li-Ion Charger

This is a device that will provide electricity to convert the energy into chemical energy

for storage in batteries by flowing electric current through it.

Requirement 1: the flow voltage for the Li-Ion charger should not be too slow or too fast.



2.2.2 Li-ion Battery

This is a type of rechargeable battery which will be used to power the components of our

wearable device.

Requirement 1: The battery capacity needs to be enough for the device to last more than

4 hours.

Requirement 2: The recharging speed for the battery should not be too slow.

2.2.3 Voltage Regulator

The voltage regulator is required as part of our design to maintain the power within the

acceptable range. To power a Raspberry pi board, for example, we will need 0 - 5V. The

voltage range for other components is to be determined after we have built our PCBs and

buy necessary components.

Requirement 1: the device sensitivity of the voltage regulator should be enough to detect

the voltage range for different components.

2.3 Control Unit

2.3.1 Raspberry Pi

The Raspberry Pi is required as a connection between different units: power unit,

keyboard unit, display unit and speaker unit.

Requirement 1: The Raspberry Pi needs to have enough sockets for all those modules.

2.3.2 SD card

The SD card will help us to store the API or code for the text-to-speech (TTS) module

and speech-to-text (STT) module, which will finally be performed by Raspberry Pi.

Requirement 1: The memory for the SD card needs to be big enough for those two

modules.



2.3.3 Power button

The Power button is required to turn on or off the whole device at any time, which can

help us save battery life.

Requirement 1: The button is inputted correctly to the device without a bouncing effect.

2.3.4 LED indicator

The LED indicator should alert the user of the battery status whether it is charging or not,

fully charged or not, and the device is powered on or off.

Requirement 1: the LED indicator needs to be able to clearly show three different

statuses for the battery.

2.4 Display Unit

2.4.1 LCD Panel

The LCD Panel will help us to display messages typed by users and texts transferred

from speech. We decided to go with the raspberry pi lcd display.

Requirement 1: The LCD Panel must show the text clearly.

Requirement 2: There should be no long delay when users are typing on the keyboard.

2.4.2 Driver Board

The Driver Board can not only play the role of a HDMI to MIPI converter, which can

help us connect the raspberry pi and the IPS panel (taking HDMI as input and MIPI as

output), but also help us get audio input.

Requirements 1: The driver board can successfully convert HDMI to MIPI

Requirements 2: The driver board needs to be an appropriate size corresponding to the

panel.



2.4.3 Microphone

We will use a Dreokee conference microphone which will connect to the Raspberry Pi

board via 3.5 mm jack.

Requirement 1: The Range of the microphone is long enough to pick up the interactor's

sound.

Requirement 2: The sound signal quality will be good enough to be used in STT software.

2.5 Speaker Unit

A simple USB or 3.5mm jack input speaker will be connected to the Raspberry Pi. The

power will be provided via USB.

Requirements 1: The speaker unit should be able to play an mp3 file created and saved

on the SD card on Raspberry Pi.

Requirements 2: The size of the speaker may not be too big to fit on the belt but it should

be able to produce audio loud and clear enough to be heard at normal talking distances.

2.6 Keyboard Unit

2.6.1 Stenographic keyboard

24 switches on a PCB for keystrokes.

Requirement : The design of the device will be comfortable to write while positioned near

the stomach.

2.6.2 Microcontroller

Takes in the switch inputs and outputs it in a usable USB signal.

Requirement: The IC used for this process will need to have enough pins for the 24 keys

such as STM32F042K6T6 or 74LV4T125FT in the daisy chain.

2.7 Risk Analysis

The battery power distribution may be difficult to properly adjust. To avoid overheating

of the device, we will need to thoroughly examine the power consumption and dissipation



of devices. Also, this will be important for how long the device can operate. If too much

unnecessary power is drawn, it will reduce the battery life.

Recognizing the USB output of the keyboard in the Raspberry Pi might also be a

difficulty. In order to recognize the input keystrokes correctly, we will need a good grasp

of how and what signals are sent into the Raspberry Pi, such as the clock cycle of the

signal. This may be easily resolved if we program the microcontroller for the keyboard

with existing open source software such as QMK.

3 Safety and Ethics

There can potentially be some safety hazards with our project as it contains batteries. The

batteries should not be overcharged and handled with care as they might explode with

rough use. So the belt device might have its limits when the user plays sports or

participates in vigorous physical activities.

Designed as an outdoor use device, the belt might be prone to some disastrous weather

conditions, if there is a heavy pour of rain, for example. Since we are building the display

module as an extendable unit, we should be careful in enclosures and circuit designs such

that the users will not get electrocuted or get physically wounded by any of the device

components.

Since we will be using open library sources for text to speech and speech to text in the

translation process, we should make sure to cite the sources as to not infringe on one of

IEEE code of Ethics - to seek, accept, and offer honest criticism of technical work, to

acknowledge and correct errors, to be honest and realistic in stating claims or estimates

based on available data, and to credit properly the contributions of others.


